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Introduction 
Making changes to shelf layouts in the store is a time consuming and thus costly affair.  Yes, it’s easy for somebody at 
HQ using professional space planogramming software include a few new SKU’s to a category, add and reduce facings, 
and move a number of products around on the shelves.  And with the help of technology and the Internet it has 
become easier than ever to distribute the new planogram and instructions to the stores.  But then the real work 
starts: store level staff have to physically move products around, doing so in a way to hopefully minimize the 
disruption for shoppers. 
 
Making changes to the store layout obviously has an even bigger impact, normally requiring the store to be closed for 
multiple days.  That doesn’t only mean serious labor costs for the reset, but also loss of sales and inconvenience for 
shoppers.  An additional aspect that complicates a store reset, is the number of departments that often is involved: 
 

➢ An (external) architect and/or the Real Estate department 
➢ Store Format  
➢ Store Operations 
➢ Purchasing 
➢ Category Management 
➢ Store and/or Regional Management 
➢ … 

 
Professional software tools like Retail Floor Planner help to minimize the impact by allowing you to carefully plan and 
prepare the store reset.  From ensuring that Store Format guidelines for width of aisles, category routing and 
adjacencies are respected, to providing Store Operations and implementation teams with all the information required 
to order the right amount of fixturing materials so that setting up the store can be done efficiently and with no waste 
on excess shelves, pegs, etc.  Or worse, delays because there were not enough materials to finish setting up the 
fixtures! 
 
And once the store is back operational, the floorplan can be used as another way to generate insights, adding visual 
analyses to the standard reports and charts that you may use to keep track on, and continue to improve performance. 
 
This ebook will cover the various steps in the process, and shows how Retail Floor Planner can be used to get these 
done in the most efficient way. 
 
We trust that you’ll find it helpful and are ready to answer any questions you may have after reading it.  Send them to 
erwin@retailfloorplanner.com, and we’ll get back to you as soon as possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Erwin Bergsma 
Managing Director  

mailto:erwin@retailfloorplanner.com
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SUMMARY 
Whether we’re looking at building a completely new store, renovating an existing one, or “just” looking at resetting 
the layout of a store without making changes to the “brick and mortar” parts like walls and pillars, the process can be 
broken down in the following 5 steps: 
 

Step Activities How to use Retail Floor Planner for this? 

1. Design the actual physical 
brick & mortar store.  
Decide on walls, pillars, plan 
electricity, plumbing, etc. 
 

In theory you could develop a store from scratch, but you don’t want to use 
Retail Floor Planner to plan things like electricity and plumbing. 
 
It makes more sense to leave this to the Architect and/or Real Estate 
department, who normally would be using CAD software to design all the 
technical aspects of the store.  For the floorplanning process we can then 
use part of the CAD layout they have created as a background picture to 
replicate the walls and pillars as a starting point when you start working on 
a floorplan. 
 

2. Select and decide on 
placement of fixtures, taking 
into account Store Format 
guidelines like width of 
aisles, minimum distance 
between objects, etc. 
 

Various Fixture types are available to create wall gondolas, floor gondolas, 
chillers, pallets, freezer chests, etc.  Using Arrows, and the Measure Tool, 
you can ensure that Store Format guidelines are respected. 
 
This step can also drive the list of required fixturing materials needed by 
Store Operations / implementation teams.  Retail Floor Planner allows the 
user to link a Fixturing Elements library to the floorplan, and assign the 
required materials to Fixtures as well as Merchandise Sections, so that 
detailed lists can be made quickly with predefined Excel templates. 
 

3. Place all categories in the 
right location, taking into 
consideration Store Format 
guidelines for routing, 
adjacencies, and available 
space. 
 

Starting point for this step often is to allocate each category the same 
percentage of the total space as its percentage of the total sales.  E.g. 1.2% 
of sales would give 1.2% of the available gondola meters.  But as you will 
not be assigning e.g. 2m57cm to a category, decisions have to be made for 
rounding the allocated space to full segments.  In addition you’ll have to 
correct for product dimensions, e.g. Toilet/Kitchen Paper vs. Deodorants or 
Dental Care. 
 

4. Adjusting the allocated 
space to each category to 
make things fit to the 
available fixtures. 
 

When placing the categories in the available fixtures, you’ll have to deal 
with the fact that you e.g. have a gondola of 6 meters, but have to place 
two categories with 3m and 4m respectively.  Which obviously doesn’t fit.  
Are you reducing the space of one of these categories?  Or do you split one 
of them and place the extra meter on the next gondola? 
 
Retail Floor Planner allows you to import all sorts of performance 
measures that can help you make these decisions in an informed way. 
 

5. Ongoing monitoring, and 
making changes when 
needed. 
 

By “refreshing” the performance measures on a regular basis, Retail Floor 
Planner can give you additional insights in how well the layout is working.  
Comparing the actual results with budget, another period, or with a (group 
of) reference store(s), will help store management to focus on the most 
important areas, and when needed/possible, revert back to previous steps 
to apply changes for improvement. 
 

 
The next chapters will cover each step in more detail with examples on how Retail Floor Planner can be used. 
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Step 1.  Replicating the brick and mortar parts 
Designing the physical store, either when building it from scratch, or when renovating / extending an existing building, 
involves a lot of things that don’t play a role in the decision process of how to lay out the store.  Think about the 
building requirements of how much weight walls and pillars can carry, where are the plumbing pipes laid, and how are 
electricity cables implemented. 
 
Note that when you’re using a scaling of 1:100, an A3 size paper is not large enough to draw a store that is 50 meters 
wide or deep.  And adding 1mm to an object, effectively means 10cm in reality.  So, if there is a need to be precise, 
professional software is really needed!  You’d like to have the walls to properly align, electricity cables to end up at 
the point of the wall-sockets, and the water pipes and sewerage attached to the taps and toilets… 
 
Therefore, it is best to leave that part of the store design to the (technical) specialists like architects and/or the Real 
Estate department.  They most likely will be using CAD software to plan all the technical aspects of the store. 
 
However, you can benefit from their work, by using the relevant part of their CAD-plan as a background image in 
Retail Floor Planner.  This will allow you to quickly replicate the relevant objects, and more importantly, use the 
correct scaling so that your store layout will actually represent reality! 
 

  

Examples of CAD images. 

 
 
You could keep the CAD picture as a background image, but it’s 
often a very busy looking image, that will reduce readability of the 
Retail Floor Planner floorplan. 
 
Therefore Retail Floor Planner allows you to quickly replicate the 
walls, and other obstructions that define the available space.  In 
addition, you can use symbols and texts to provide further 
information about none-merchandise space. 
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Step 2.  Adding Fixtures 
As we saw in the pictures above, the CAD plan often already include an indication where fixtures can be placed.  When 
creating the store layout this can be used as the basis, and changed where possible and/or needed. 
 
Retail Floor Planner has a range of Fixture types allowing the user to replicate wall gondolas, floor gondolas with or 
without heads, merchandise areas without backboards like freezer chests and pallets, round fixtures like spinners, and 
the 4-way fixture.  Fixtures can be placed with any rotation. 
 

 

 

 
 
Depending on the objectives / role of the floorplanning department, the measure tool in combination with Arrows can 
be used to check if the placement of the fixtures is in line with Store Design guidelines regarding minimum aisle width. 
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Step 2.  Adding Fixtures, continued 
Retail Floor Planner defines fixtures as single objects to make it easier and more efficient for the user to work with 
them.  However, in reality a fixture is built up from a number of fixturing elements, often referred to as “fixels”.  By 
linking the fixture with a fixel-library, you can quickly generate a list of all required materials.  This will make the 
purchasing, logistics and implementation processes more efficient, as it allows you to order the right number of 
shelves, uprights, pegs, etc.  Avoiding unnecessary investment in fixels that are not needed, as well as avoiding delays 
during implementation due to shortages. 
 
There are two areas in Retail Floor Planner where we can assign fixel-information: 
 

➢ For each Fixture 
➢ For each Merchandise Section / Category 

 
This provides extra flexibility by allowing to assign the fixels specific for each object. 
 
For Fixtures it makes sense to assign the number of uprights, foots, and baseboards.  If you use the same backboard 
panels throughout the store, you could also assign these to the fixtures.  If these can differ per category, it’s probably 
better to assign them to the Merchandise Sections. 
 

 
 
For Merchandise Sections, there is a direct link to the number of shelves, shelf brackets, dividers, and pegs/hooks.  If 
the backboard panels can differ per category, e.g. flat / pegboard / slatwall, it would make sense to assign these to the 
Merchandise Section as well.  Dropping the category in the right location, as we’ll see in step 3, will then automatically 
include the information about these fixels with the floorplan. 
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Step 3 & 4.  Allocating space to all categories 
For each category there will be a number of “presentation modules” / planograms available.  E.g. Beer 1mtr, 2mtr and 
3mtr.  Coffee 1mtr and 2mtr.  Salty Snacks 3mtr, 4mtr and 5mtr.  Etc. 
 
The process of completing the initial store layout is done by simply selecting the applicable presentation module for 
each category, and drag it to the right location.  Step by step you’ll be filling the fixtures until the layout has been 
completed. 
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Step 4 & 5.  Analysis & Optimization 
Retail Floor Planner allows you to import a number of performance measures for each category / “presentation 
module”: 
 

➢ Sales 
➢ Profit 
➢ Movement 
➢ Average Inventory 
➢ GPROII 
➢ Products 

 
In addition, there are also 5 user-definable Analysis fields that can be used for other performance measures such as 
shrinkage due to theft, breakage, past sell by date loss, etc..  That gives up to 11 performance measures that can be 
used to judge the performance of the category. 
 
For each of these measures, there are 3 different sets.  These can be used in different ways, like: 
 

➢ Actual 
➢ Same Period Last Year 
➢ Budget 
➢ Reference Store(s) 
➢ … 

 
Using these measures, Retail Floor Planner offers a wide range of visual analyses that will provide you insights in the 
store’s performance, and inform you about opportunities and threats.  Below you’ll find some examples of the 
possible analyses. 
 

 
Top & Bottom performing categories based on sales. 
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Step 4 & 5.  Analysis & Optimization, continued 

 
Hot/Cold, showing “Fixture pressure” based on unit sales per allocated meter/foot. 
 

 
Under/Over, comparing actual performance versus budget. 
 

 
Quadrant Analysis, combining profitability with unit sales. 
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Step 4 & 5.  Analysis & Optimization, continued 
Details behind the analyses can also be displayed in a scorecard with the option to drill-down from total assortment 
via Department, Merchandise Group to Category. 
 

 
 
Using the direct link with Excel, you can quickly create reports and charts with further details: 
 

  
 

   

Category  Sales/mtr  Profit/mtr  Movement/mtr  Lineal Space
Babyfood €27,480.60/mtr €4,762.80/mtr 13086/mtr 1.0 mtr

Baking Supplies €27,497.30/mtr €5,600.60/mtr 15336/mtr 1.0 mtr

Canned Fruits & Vegetables €11,271.00/mtr €3,788.23/mtr 10931/mtr 3.0 mtr

Cereals €21,668.65/mtr €4,672.25/mtr 15886/mtr 2.0 mtr

Chips & Nuts €8,154.17/mtr €2,364.47/mtr 4018/mtr 3.0 mtr

Chocolate €25,489.80/mtr €4,891.50/mtr 16224/mtr 1.0 mtr

Coffee €7,151.30/mtr €1,344.33/mtr 3093/mtr 3.0 mtr

Confectionairy €7,147.83/mtr €2,265.60/mtr 6031/mtr 4.0 mtr

Cookies & Cakes €22,761.00/mtr €7,816.10/mtr 14964/mtr 2.0 mtr

Fats & Oils €11,497.50/mtr €3,515.05/mtr 5744/mtr 2.0 mtr

Jams & Marmelades €40,779.80/mtr €8,740.00/mtr 31431/mtr 1.0 mtr

Pasta €9,014.27/mtr €3,033.90/mtr 9625/mtr 3.0 mtr

Pickles €10,502.90/mtr €1,926.60/mtr 7140/mtr 2.0 mtr

Rice €16,251.45/mtr €4,757.70/mtr 14189/mtr 2.0 mtr

Sauses €8,876.78/mtr €2,958.33/mtr 5093/mtr 4.0 mtr

Soups €16,084.25/mtr €3,279.55/mtr 9645/mtr 2.0 mtr

Spices €40,376.00/mtr €12,722.00/mtr 17410/mtr 1.0 mtr

Sugar €23,968.20/mtr €6,977.40/mtr 27686/mtr 1.0 mtr

Tea €18,207.00/mtr €4,249.50/mtr 22585/mtr 2.0 mtr

Bread €14,945.45/mtr €2,390.30/mtr 16781/mtr 2.0 mtr

Fruit €13,245.60/mtr €4,639.50/mtr 10338/mtr 2.0 mtr

Vegetables €5,120.21/mtr €1,314.29/mtr 2841/mtr 5.8 mtr

Wine €3,900.36/mtr €1,261.24/mtr 1847/mtr 7.0 mtr

33.4%

4.9%

7.2%

9.8%

7.0%

11.3%

13.5%

5.4%

3.0%

4.4%
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Category Performance by Lineal Space

 Sales  Profit  Movement  Lineal Space
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Step 4 & 5.  Analysis & Optimization, continued 

  
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
  

Fixture Position Category Department Group Height Width Depth

Gondola-01 FRONT Pickles 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 200 cm 50 cm

Spices 01. Food 10. Grocery 100 cm 100 cm 50 cm

Rice 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 200 cm 50 cm

500 cm

BACK Babyfood 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 100 cm 50 cm

Cereals 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 200 cm 50 cm

Jams & Marmelades 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 100 cm 50 cm

Sugar 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 100 cm 50 cm

500 cm

ENCAP LEFT Promo Food 01. Food 99. Promotion 180 cm 100 cm 50 cm

Gondola-02 FRONT Sauses 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 400 cm 50 cm

Baking Supplies 01. Food 10. Grocery 100 cm 100 cm 50 cm

500 cm

BACK Fats & Oils 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 200 cm 50 cm

Pasta 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 300 cm 50 cm

500 cm

ENCAP LEFT Promo Food 01. Food 99. Promotion 180 cm 100 cm 50 cm

Gondola-03 FRONT Chips & Nuts 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 300 cm 50 cm

Cookies & Cakes 01. Food 10. Grocery 100 cm 200 cm 50 cm

500 cm

BACK Soups 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 200 cm 50 cm

Canned Fruits & Vegetables 01. Food 10. Grocery 180 cm 300 cm 50 cm

500 cm

ENCAP LEFT Promo Food 01. Food 99. Promotion 180 cm 100 cm 50 cm

Fixture Front Back Endcap Left Endcap Right Total Linear Total Surface Total Volume
Freezer-01 200 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 2.0 mtr 1.0 mtr² 0.9 mtr³

Freezer-02 700 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 7.0 mtr 3.5 mtr² 3.2 mtr³

Fruit & Vegetables Display-01 580 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 5.8 mtr 2.9 mtr² 4.1 mtr³

Fruit & Vegetables Display-02 200 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 2.0 mtr 1.0 mtr² 1.4 mtr³

Gondola-01 500 cm 500 cm 100 cm 0 cm 11.0 mtr 5.8 mtr² 10.4 mtr³

Gondola-02 500 cm 500 cm 100 cm 0 cm 11.0 mtr 5.8 mtr² 10.4 mtr³

Gondola-03 500 cm 500 cm 100 cm 0 cm 11.0 mtr 5.8 mtr² 10.4 mtr³

Gondola-04 500 cm 500 cm 100 cm 0 cm 11.0 mtr 5.8 mtr² 10.4 mtr³

Gondola-05 800 cm 800 cm 100 cm 0 cm 17.0 mtr 9.0 mtr² 16.1 mtr³

Gondola-06 700 cm 700 cm 100 cm 0 cm 15.0 mtr 7.9 mtr² 14.2 mtr³

Gondola-07 400 cm 400 cm 100 cm 0 cm 9.0 mtr 4.8 mtr² 8.6 mtr³

Gondola-08 400 cm 400 cm 100 cm 0 cm 9.0 mtr 4.8 mtr² 8.6 mtr³

Open Chiller-01 600 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 6.0 mtr 3.3 mtr² 5.9 mtr³

Open Chiller-02 300 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 3.0 mtr 1.7 mtr² 3.0 mtr³

Open Chiller-03 300 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 3.0 mtr 1.7 mtr² 3.0 mtr³

Wall Gondola-01 2300 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 23.0 mtr 12.7 mtr² 27.8 mtr³

Wall Gondola-02 300 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 3.0 mtr 1.7 mtr² 3.0 mtr³

TOTAL: 148.8 mtr 78.9 mtr² 141.4 mtr³

Fixture Footage Report
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Erwin Bergsma is a Dutch national with an international mindset.  He has an extensive background in the retailing 
industry that started back in the 1980's with a regional chain of bookstores in the Netherlands. Later he worked in the 
buying and merchandising department of Albert Heijn, the largest Dutch grocery-retailer. 
 
During a 14 year career in consulting, account management and marketing with the global market information 
specialist A.C.Nielsen he built up an in-depth knowledge in the areas of data analysis, Category Management, 
floorplanning, spacemanagement and assortment planning.  Having had local positions in the Netherlands, as well as 
European and global Marketing positions, Erwin has a broad understanding of the differences and similarities of 
retailing in many parts of the world. 
 
In 2005 he founded Global Retail Business Solutions, providing specialist software applications and consulting services 
to companies in the FMCG and CPG business. 
 
Over the years he has worked with many retailers and suppliers, ranging from relatively small locals to large 
multinationals, in virtually all distribution channels, including Food, Drug, Do-It-Yourself, Convenience, and Mass 
Merchandising, providing him with a unique and multi-faceted view on the retailing business. 
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Global Retail Business Solutions is a Belgium based company with 25 years of experience in data analysis, 
Category Management, assortment-, floor- and space-planning.  Our software and services are delivered directly 
and through partners to clients around the globe. 

In those 25 years we worked with hundreds of local and international retailers and suppliers in Food and Non-
Food, guiding them in the implementation and successful use of specific software applications supporting their 
sales, marketing, buying and merchandising departments. 
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